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重力波源の電磁波対応天体観測

©NASA

中性子星連星の合体時に重力波を放出し、
電磁波を放射する

• r-process によりランタノイド原子の生成 
•電磁波対応天体観測から、重元素生成のメ
カニズムに迫る

•広大な重力波確率領域から突発天体を発見しな
ければならない。 

•視野が広くない望遠鏡は候補母銀河を観測
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Fig. 1. Pointing map for GW170817 overlaid on the probability map3

(Abbott et al. 2017d). The white contour represents the 90% credible
region. Circles represent the field-of-view of HSC; their colors changing
with an order of observation. Observations have been carried out from
darker to lighter colors. The dashed curves represent the Galactic gratic-
ules. (Color online)

observed area is 28.9 deg2 corresponding to the 66.0% cred-
ible region of GW170817 (figure 1). Exposures used in the
following analysis are listed in table 2.

The data are analyzed with HSCPIPE v4.0.5, which is a
standard reduction pipeline of HSC (Bosch et al. 2018). It
provides full packages for data analyses of images obtained
with HSC, including bias subtraction, flat-fielding, astrom-
etry, flux calibration, mosaicing, warping, stacking, image
subtraction, source detection, and source measurement. The
astrometric and photometric calibration is made relative
to the PS1 catalog with a 4.′′0 (24 pixel) aperture diam-
eter. Further, in order to select variable sources, we per-
form image subtraction between the HSC and archival PS1
z-band images using a package in HSCPIPE based on an
algorithm proposed by Alard and Lupton (1998). The PS1
images are adopted as the reference images and convolved
to fit the point spread function (PSF) shape of the HSC
images.

We measure the FWHM sizes of PSF in the stacked
images with HSCPIPE. These scatter over a wide range from
0.′′7 to 1.′′8 depending on the pointings, especially on the
elevation, and the median is ∼1.′′2 (figure 2). The PSF size
statistics are summarized in table 3. The median FWHM
size is slightly worse than that of the image quality of the
PS1 3π survey (Magnier et al. 2016a), and the PSF con-
volution of the PS1 image for the image subtraction works
well.

After the image subtraction, the 5σ limiting magnitudes
in the difference images are estimated by measuring stan-
dard deviations of fluxes in randomly distributed apertures

3 Publication LALInference localization ⟨https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0146/G1701985/
001/LALInference_v2.fits.gz⟩.

with a diameter of twice the FWHM of PSF, and scatter
from 18.3 mag to 22.5 mag with a median of 21.3 mag
(figure 3 and table 4). The 5σ limiting magnitudes are
mainly determined by the depths of HSC images, which
are typically shallower than those of the PS1 image. In
particular, the depths in the pointings observed early on
August 19 are quite shallow. We also evaluate completeness
of detection by a random injection and detection of artifi-
cial point sources with various magnitude (dashed lines in
figure 4). The magnitude of artificial point sources are fixed
in time. The large diversity in the depth of images taken on
August 19 causes the shallow dependence of completeness
on the PSF magnitude of artificial sources. The median of
5σ limiting magnitude is roughly comparable to the 70%
completeness magnitude.

As the detected sources include many bogus detections,
candidate selection is performed as in Utsumi et al. (2018).
Criteria for the detection in a single difference image are
(1) |(S/N)PSF| > 5, (2) (b/a)/(b/a)PSF > 0.65, where a and b
are the lengths of the major and minor axes of a shape of a
source, respectively, (3) 0.7 < FWHM/(FWHM)PSF < 1.3,
and (4) PSF-subtracted residual < 3σ . These criteria confirm
a high confidence level of detection and the stellar-like shape
of a source. Further, we impose the sources to be detected in
both of the difference images on August 18 and 19, and find
1551 sources. We also evaluate the completeness of this can-
didate selection with the artificial point sources (solid lines
in figure 4). The candidate selection makes the 50% com-
pleteness magnitudes shallower by 0.7–0.8 mag. The com-
pleteness of the two-epoch detection is comparable to that
seen on August 19 because the observation from August 19
is shallower than that from August 18. The 50% complete-
ness magnitude for two-epoch detection is 20.6 mag.

The two-epoch detection is only possible for the fields
with the archival PS1 images and the HSC images on both
of August 18 and 19. The resultant area for the transient
search is 23.6 deg2, corresponding to the 56.6% credible
region of GW170817.

3 Transient search and characteristics

3.1 Source screening

As the 1551 sources include sources unrelated to
GW170817, we need to screen them in order to pick up
candidates that may be related to GW170817. We adopt a
procedure shown here in a flowchart (figure 5).

First of all, the flux of optical counterpart of GW170817
needs to not be negative on August 18 and 19. We exclude
sources having significantly negative fluxes (< − 3σ ) on
August 18 or 19. We also rule out sources associated with
stellar-like objects in the PS1 catalog (Magnier et al. 2016b;
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our wide FOV (Lipunov et al. 2010), in real time (1–2 minutes
after a charge-coupled device (CCD) readout), and can work in
alert, inspect, and survey mode, independently of human
intervention. This is a unique feature that gives us the ability to
detect new objects in large fields in real time and to study
outbursts in the early stages of explosion (Lipunov et al. 2016;
Troja et al. 2017).

It is impossible to produce photometry of this object using
standard aperture or point-spread function (PSF) photometry
methods on the original image due to the galaxy background. For
accurate photometry we undertake the following procedure. For
the subtraction procedure, we choose the most suitable reference
image (by the average star FWHMs and the frame detection limit)
from our archive. After a very accurate (sub-pixel) centering of the
source and reference images, we obtain a difference image
following the technique described in Alard (2000). Using the
original image, we determine the transformation of the instru-
mental flux into standard stellar magnitudes, and then we measure

the object’s instrumental flux from the difference image. We
correct the obtained stellar magnitudes for the Galactic extinction,
based on E B V-( )= 0.1 mag (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
The MASTER Global Robotic Net archive contains 126

images of the galaxy NGC 4993, obtained from 2015 January 17
00:45:46 to 2017 May 02 22:17:04, none of which show any
optical activity for SSS17a (see Table 3).
In Figure 4 we present the MASTER-composed discovery

image with kilonova position.

6. Discussion

The detection of EM radiation accompanying the coalescence
of NSs was by no means a surprise. The merger of NSs as a
formation mechanism of GRBs was first considered by Blinnikov
et al. (1984), and the occurrence rate of such events was computed
in 1987 using the population synthesis method (“Scenario
Machine”) by Lipunov et al. (1987) and later refined by taking

Table 2
Possible Kilonova Brightness

Name Z DL Mpc DM Obs. Band mvis Max[AB] MabsFlat spec AB Flux iso erg s−1 Link

Kilonova NGC 4993 0.0098 42.5 33.14 MASTER W 17.3 −16.03 1042 This paper
GRB 130603 0.3560 1911.9 41.41 HST H 25.73 −15.35 5.50 × 1041 Tanvir et al. (2013)
GRB 080503 0.561* 3290.5 42.59 Gemini/Keck r 25.48 −16.62 1.78 × 1042 Perley et al. (2009)

Figure 4. MASTER-composed discovery image started 2017 August 17 at 23:59:54 UT. We used color B, R, I, W filters, MASTER-OAFA, and MASTER-SAAO
images. The kilonova position is marked by white lines on the left part of composed image. The right (large) image is the MASTER main telescope’s usual FOV.
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GW170817の重力波確率と領域内にある可視光天体



重力波検出器と観測スケジュール

Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo and KAGRA observing run plans

LIGO Hanford Observatory

Credit: Caltech/MIT/LIGO Laboratory.

2019年4月-2020年3月で重力波観測ランO3が実施

•56もの重力波が検出 
•中性子星連星合体やブラックホール中性子星連星合体などからの重力波も検出 
•明らかな電磁波対応天体は未発見（候補天体は報告されている）

https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0161/P1900218/002/SummaryForObservers.pdf
https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0161/P1900218/002/SummaryForObservers.pdf


J-GEM (Japanese collaboration for Gravitational-wave Electro-Magnetic follow-up)
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•重力波の電磁波対応天体の検出を目指す日本のコラボレーションコミュニティ



J-GEMにおける重力波源天体の観測システム

J-GEM 
Web System 
planner

•銀河リスト生成 
•観測情報の収集・提示

Image 
Server

OAOWFC
Okayama Astrophysical Observatory Wide Field Camera

2015/12/07 観測装置技術WS 7

•観測画像の保存と提示 
•限界等級の計算 
•画像の差し引き

①

②

③

④

•観測 
•即時解析（WCS貼り）

重力波源は銀河の近傍に発生する可能性 → 銀河をサーベイ観測し突発天体を探す



J-GEMによる即時
フォローアップ

•イベント発生後、早期のフォローアップ
による対応天体検出が求められる 

• 22イベントにフォローアップを実施 

• 10イベントをアラート開始後0.5日までに
観測開始 

• GW170817発見時刻よりも早く対応天体
を検出するポテンシャルがある

GW170817発見

各
イ
ベ
ン
ト

Sasada et al. in prep.



観測された限界等級とキロノバの等級

•観測された限界等級に対して、各距離に
あるGW170817との比較 

•破線はGW170817のgバンドでの極大等級 

• 40, 100 Mpcで発生する中性子星連星合
体の場合には検出可能

取得された限界等級 (AB) Sasada et al. in prep.



限界等級と爆発モデル
全てのイベントの取得された限界等級と爆発モデル•中性子星連星合体によって発生する電磁波放射 

•キロノバ (r-process) 

•コクーン (ジェットと周辺物質の相互作用)  

（図のモデルは100 Mpcにイベントが発生し
た場合）  

• J-GEMのフォローアップによって電磁波対応天
体検出が可能 

•重力波源の電磁波放射を早期検出  
→ 放射モデルを切り分ける

Cocoonモデル

キロノバモデル

爆発後の経過時間（日） Sasada et al. in prep.

AB
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O3で検出された重力波

GW170817

•多くがブラックホール連星からの重力波 

•中性子星を含む連星合体からの重力波も複
数検出（~200Mpc） 

• 100Mpc未満のイベントはなし 

•候補母銀河数は100を超える  
（多くは1000以上） 

• J-GEMでは100天体以上の銀河を観測可能

03で検出された56イベントの距離・位置精度の関係

10 100 1000
候補銀河数

Sasada et al. in prep.距離
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O4における中小口径望遠鏡の役割

• LIGO&Virgoで中性子星合体を検出（115Mpcまで） 

•位置決定精度の向上（200 deg2以下） 

• 115Mpc, 200deg2の場合の銀河数は100程度  
→ J-GEMや中小口径望遠鏡でフォローアップ可能
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Table 3 Summary of a plausible observing schedule, expected sensitivities, and source localization with
the Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo and KAGRA detectors, which will be strongly dependent on the
detectors’ commissioning progress

Epoch 2015 – 2016 2016 – 2017 2018 – 2019 2020+ 2024+

Planned run duration 4 months 9 months 12 months (per year) (per year)

Expected burst range/Mpc LIGO 40 – 60 60–75 75–90 105 105

Virgo – 20–40 40–50 40–70 80

KAGRA – – – – 100

Expected BNS range/Mpc LIGO 40–80 80–120 120–170 190 190

Virgo – 20–65 65–85 65–115 125

KAGRA – – – – 140

Achieved BNS range/Mpc LIGO 60–80 60–100 – – –

Virgo – 25–30 – – –

KAGRA – – – – –

Estimated BNS detections 0.05–1 0.2–4.5 1–50 4–80 11–180

Actual BNS detections 0 1 – – –

90% CR % within 5 deg2 < 1 1–5 1–4 3–7 23–30

20 deg2 < 1 7–14 12–21 14–22 65–73

Median/deg2 460–530 230–320 120–180 110–180 9–12

Searched area % within 5 deg2 4–6 15–21 20–26 23–29 62–67

20 deg2 14–17 33–41 42–50 44–52 87–90

Ranges reflect the uncertainty in the detector noise spectra shown in Fig. 1. The burst ranges assume standard-
candle emission of 10−2 M⊙c2 in gravitational waves at 150 Hz and scale as E1/2

GW, so it is greater for more
energetic sources (such as binary black holes). The binary neutron star (BNS) localization is characterized
by the size of the 90% credible region (CR) and the searched area. These are calculated by running the
BAYESTAR rapid sky-localization code (Singer and Price 2016) on a Monte Carlo sample of simulated
signals, assuming senisivity curves in the middle of the plausible ranges (the geometric means of the upper
and lower bounds). The variation in the localization reflects both the variation in duty cycle between 70%
and 75% as well as Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty. The estimated number of BNS detections uses
the actual ranges for 2015–2016 and 2017–2018, and the expected range otherwise; future runs assume a
70–75% duty cycle for each instrument. The BNS detection numbers also account for the uncertainty in the
BNS source rate density (Abbott et al. 2017i). Estimated BNS detection numbers and localization estimates
are computed assuming a signal-to-noise ratio greater than ∼ 12. Burst localizations are expected to be
broadly similar to those derived from timing triangulation, but vary depending on the signal bandwidth;
the median burst searched area (with a false alarm rate of ∼ 1 yr−1) may be a factor of ∼ 2–3 larger than
the values quoted for BNS signals (Essick et al. 2015). No burst detection numbers are given, since the
source rates are currently unknown. Localization numbers for 2016–2017 include Virgo, and do not take
into account that Virgo only joined the observations for the latter part the run. The 2024+ scenario includes
LIGO-India at design sensitivity

an individual duty cycle of 70–75%. The results are calculated using bayestar. The
median 90% credible region is 230–320 deg2, and 7–13% of events are expected to
have CRBNS

0.9 smaller than 20 deg2. The searched area is smaller than 20 deg2 for 33–
41% of events and smaller than 5 deg2 for 16–21%. The burst study (Essick et al. 2015)
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重力波源の近赤外線観測
•中性子星合体は 

‣可視光で急激に減光する  
（2~5日で減光） 

‣近赤外は明るさが持続  
（~10日程度） 

•近赤外の放射は暖められた周
囲物質からの熱放射（放射エ
ネルギーの推定）

emission for the lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta (HMNS_YM
and HMNS_YL) is also brighter than that for the models purely
composed of the post-merger ejecta (PM_YM and PM_YL), due
to the preferentially diffusion of the photon in the polar
direction (see Figure 19). Thus, the enhancement of the
brightness due to diffusion in the preferential direction should
be taken into account for the ejecta mass estimation and also for
the case with lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta.

For all of the models, the brightness in the JHK-bands
observed from the polar direction agrees with each other
within≈0.1 mag for3 days. Meanwhile, the low-Ye models
show brighter JHK-band emission than the fiducial model
after≈5 days, and much brighter emission is seen in the
lanthanide-rich model (HMNS_YL). This indicates that the
lanthanide fraction of the post-merger ejecta would be reflected
in the JHK-band light curves for the late phase. However, we
note that this enhancement in the JHK-band brightness for the
late phase for the lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta models is
not only due to the bright infrared emission directly emitted
from the post-merger ejecta but is also due to the strong heating
to the dynamical ejecta by the post-merger ejecta because the
heating rate is larger for the lower-Ye model, particularly for the
late phase (see Figure 11). Indeed, we found that the JHK-band
emission at5 days for the fiducial model is as bright as that
for the mildly lanthanide-rich case (HMNS_YM) shown in
Figure 10 if the same heating rate for the post-merger ejecta is
employed. This indicates that employing reliable heating rate
model, particularly for the late phase, would be crucial for
measuring the lanthanide fractions of ejecta from the infrared
light curves.

As is the case for the ejecta mass dependence, Ye dependence
of the light curves observed from the equatorial direction is
only remarkable in the infrared light curves. The griz-band
emission is strongly suppressed and the emission among
different Ye models is not distinguishable. Meanwhile, the
difference in the JHK-band light curves among different Ye
models is clearly seen as in those observed from the polar
direction for t6 days.

5. Model Parameters for Interpreting GW170817

In this section, we discuss which model parameters would be
suitable to interpret the observed optical and infrared light
curves in GW170817. We focus only on the light curves
observed from the direction close to the polar axis because the
GW data analysis of GW170817 infers that the event is
observed from θ28° (Abbott et al. 2017b).
For our ejecta profile setup, we find that the post-merger

ejecta is required to explain the brightness in the griz-band.
Indeed, we confirm that the griz-band emission with the
dynamical ejecta alone is too faint to interpret the observational
results as long as we assume :-M M0.01d (see Figure 20 in
the appendix). The results obtained with only post-merger
ejecta suggest that the mass of≈0.03Mewould be suitable to
interpret the brightness in griz-band (see Figure 19 in the
appendix). Meanwhile, a smaller mass is preferred for the
multi-components model due to the effect of the diffusion of
photons preferentially in the polar direction. Indeed, the
fiducial model (HMNS_YH), in which post-merger ejecta is
lanthanide-free with mass 0.03Me, overproduces the griz-band
brightness for the early phase (2 days). This suggests that the
post-merger ejecta mass less than 0.03Me is preferred for our
setup if it is lanthanide-free ( � -X 10pm,lan

3).
To interpret the observed brightness in the griz-band, a larger

mass would be allowed for lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta
than lanthanide-free case because griz-band emission is fainter
for these models. However, lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta
that is too massive would also be unsuitable because it
overproduces the JHK-band brightness for the late phase
( 2t 7 days). Indeed, even in the absence of the dynamical
ejecta, the model with highly lanthanide-rich post-merger
ejecta (PM_YL, »X 0.14pm,lan ) overproduces the JHK-band
brightness for 2t 7days, while the griz-band brightness is
underproduced. This indicates that the lanthanide fraction of
the post-merger ejecta is likely to =0.1 for interpreting the
observed light curves in GW170817.
A tighter upper limit to the dynamical ejecta mass is better

obtained for multi-component models than a model with only
the dynamical ejecta. The result of a model with only the
dynamical ejecta (DYN0.01) shows that :1M M0.01d is
preferred not to overproduce the observed JHK-band light
curves for t3 days (see Figure 20 in the appendix). Figure 8
shows that the model with Md0.003Me is consistent with
the observed JHK-band light curves, particularly for the early
phase (t4 days) if the post-merger ejecta mass is≈0.03Me.
This shows that the enhancement of the infrared brightness due
to the heating effect to the dynamical ejecta by the post-merger
ejecta is important in the presence of multi-components.
Motivated by this discussion, we select two models,

GW170817_YM and GW170817_YH, which reproduce the
peak brightness observed in GW170817. Figure 12 shows the
light curves with mildly lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta
(GW170817_YM, »X 0.025pm,lan ) and with lanthanide-free
post-merger ejecta (GW170817_YH, � -X 10pm,lan

3) observed
from q <-0 20 and 20°�θ<28°, respectively. For both
models, the mass of dynamical and post-merger ejecta are
0.003Me and 0.02Me, respectively. Both models shown in
Figure 12 reproduce the peak brightness observed in
GW170817. In particular, GW170817_YM reproduces the
observed brightness of the optical light curves for the early
phase (t2 days), even for the case that the post-merger ejecta
is mildly lanthanide-rich. This indicates that the post-merger

Figure 7. Angular dependence of the gzK-band light curves for the fiducial
model (HMNS_YH). The solid, dashed, densely dotted, and sparsely dotted
curves denote the light curves observed from 0°�θ<20°, 35°�θ�41°,
55°�θ<59°, and 86°�θ<90°, respectively.
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component at this phase and use the same FWHM for the other
epochs. With the FWHM of the photospheric component fixed,
we vary the remaining parameters (the velocities of both
components, the FWHM of the HVF, and the relative depth) to
fit each spectrum. Figure 9 shows that the spectra of SN 2012fr
before maximum light are well fit by a combination of HVF
and photospheric components. The results of the fits (e.g., the
velocities of the two components) are consistent with those of
Childress et al. (2013).

Table 5
Log of the Spectroscopic Observations of SN 2019ein

Date MJD Phasea Coverage Resolution Telescope
(day) (Å) (Instrument)

2019 May 3 58606.7 −11.5 4000–8900 500 Seimei (KOOLS)
2019 May 5 58608.8 −9.5 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)
2019 May 6 58609.7 −8.5 4000–8900 500 Seimei (KOOLS)
2019 May 9 58612.6 −5.6 4000–8900 500 Seimei (KOOLS)
2019 May 11 58614.7 −3.6 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)
2019 May 12 58615.7 −2.6 4000–8900 500 Seimei (KOOLS)
2019 May 14 58617.6 −0.6 4000–8900 500 Seimei (KOOLS)
2019 May 21 58624.6 6.4 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)
2019 May 29 58632.5 14.2 4000–8900 500 Seimei (KOOLS)
2019 Jun 11 58645.6 27.4 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)
2019 Jun 12 58646.6 28.4 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)
2019 Jun 19 58653.6 35.3 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)
2019 Jun 25 58659.6 41.4 4500–9200 400 Kanata (HOWPol)

Note.
a Relative to the epoch of B-band maximum (MJD 58618.24).

(This table is available in machine-readable form.)

Figure 2. Multiband light curves of SN 2019ein. The different symbols denote
data that were obtained using different instruments (see the figure legends). The
light curve of each band is shifted vertically as indicated in the figure. We
adopted MJD 58618.24±0.07 as day zero. For comparison, we show the light
curves of SN 2002bo with solid lines (Benetti et al. 2004; Krisciunas
et al. 2004).

Table 6
Parameters of the BVRI-band Light Curves for SN 2019ein

Band Maximum Date Maximum Magnitude Δm15 Δta

(MJD) (mag) (mag) (days)

I 58616.75 (0.10) 14.15 (0.02) 0.76 (0.06) −1.49
R 58619.18 (0.08) 14.08 (0.02) 0.45 (0.16) +0.94
V 58619.76 (0.08) 13.92 (0.02) 0.76 (0.01) +1.52
B 58618.24 (0.07) 13.99 (0.03) 1.36 (0.02) L

Note.
a The time difference from the B-band maximum.

Figure 3. B-band light curve of SN 2019ein. For comparison, we plot that of
SNe 2002bo (Benetti et al. 2004; Krisciunas et al. 2004), 2002dj (Pignata
et al. 2008), 2002er (Pignata et al. 2004), and 2011fe (Zhang et al. 2016). The
inset panel shows that the light curves expanded around maximum light.

Table 7
Estimated Peak Absolute Magnitudes in the B Band for SN 2019ein

MB (mag) Reference

−19.10±0.23 Phillips et al. (1999)
−19.18±0.24 Altavilla et al. (2004)
−19.12±0.24 Wang et al. (2005)
−19.15±0.14 Prieto et al. (2006)
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近赤外フォローアップも重力波源
の検出・物理解明に必須 経過日数

経過日数
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まとめ

•重力波観測ランO3において56もの重力波イベントが検出され、中性子星を含む連星合体
も複数イベント検出された 

•J-GEM によって22イベントに対してフォローアップを行い、10イベントはアラート発信
後0.5日以内にフォローアップを実施した 

•100MpcまでのキロノバについてJ-GEMで検出可能であり、早期発見によりキロノバの
可視光放射モデルを制限できる 

•100Mpc, 200deg2 のイベントであれば対応天体検出が可能である 

•可視光のみならず、近赤外帯域のフォローアップも重要となる


